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Wednesday, Sept. 12
Special Guest Artist: Tim
Smith, trombone: 4:30 p.m.
Recital Hall, CAC
Ignite: 5-10 p.m. Rathskeller,
Student Union
Bolinga Open House: 6-9
p.m. 140 Millet Hall
Try Kayaking and Stand Up
Paddle-boarding: 6-8 p.m.
Eastwood Lake MetroPark
Open Mic Night: 7-10 p.m.
Dixon Hearth Lounge

Thursday, Sept. 13
La Fiesta! Hispanic Heritage
_ Month Kick-off: 10 a.m.-3
p.m. The Quad
Faculty Smorgasbord: 12:30
p.m. Schuster Hall, CAC

Friday, Sept. 14
Bolinga Movie Night: 5-9
p.m. Bolinga Center
Air Force Marathon Sk WSU
Alumni Scream Team: 5:30-

7 p.m. Alumni Tower Circle
Bolinga Center Film Series: 8-10
p.m. 140 Millet Hall

Saturday, Sept. 15
WSU Rugby vs.EKU: 11 a.m.-2
p.m.
Free Patent Workshop: 1-3:30
p.m. Dunbar Library, Room 241

Monday, Sept. 17
River Kayaking Clinic: 5-9 p.m.
Eastwood Lake MetroPark and
the Mad River

Tuesday, Sept. 18
Nappy Roots: 6-9 p.m. 109
Oelman Hall
Artist Series: Sergei Babayan,
pianist: 8 p.m. Schuster Hall,
CAC
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MGK concert rescheduled
Kelsey Anne Smith
Contributing Writer
smith.1747@wright.edu

Come stock-up for Fall at Platos Closet!
· We have everythingyou 11eed forfootball
games, parties and walking around
campus! We sell gently used Teen &
Twenty Something style clothes,
shoes &accessories for Guy & Girls
· from all your favorite brands.
Oh ...and ifyou're short on ash for the
week, we will payyou for the items
we can buy! So clea~ out your closet and
make some extra money.
CHECKU OUT!

August was not a lucky month for
concert-goers. The X-Fest was cancelled
and the Machine Gun Kelly (MGK)
concert has been postponed.
The MGK concert, which was
scheduled to occur at the Nutter Center
on Aug. 29, has been postponed due to

issues with production scheduling.
Although the concert has been
postponed, the Nutter Center advised
that all those who had already purchased
tickets keep those tickets, as they will be
honored at the upcoming MGK concert.
While the dates of the upcoming concert
are currently unknown, the Nutter Center
is planning on having MGK return to
Wright State's stage.
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Capabilities, Inc. opens new Dayton location
Hannah Hendrix
Contributing Writer
Hendrix.16@wright.edu
Capabilities, Inc. held an open house
for the public on Thursday, Sept. 6 to
celebrate their move to a new location in
Dayton. The open house was held at their
facility on Woodman Drive, located just off
of US-35.
Capabilities, Inc. offers employment
and services such as job coaching,
job development, drivers' education
and vocational evaluation to people
with disabilities. In order to offer these
services, Capabilities connects with the

Department of Developmental Disabilities,
the Bureau of Workers Compensation
and the Ohio Rehabilitation Services
Commission.
The new location on Woodman Drive
has enabled Capabilities to offer a new
resource at its Dayton location: the
Capabilities Social Club, a day habitation
facility. The Social Club, created for
people with developmental disabilities,
will focus its attention on training people
to use technology for everyday life. Areas
of training include Microsoft Office,
smartphone and tablet use, computer use,
writing and upkeep of a blog, proper use
of social media, community excursions

Gun control: A look at both sides
Jessica Schirtzinger
Staff Writer
Schirtzinger.5@wright.edu
The complicated debate surrounding
gun control has resurfaced in the media,
resuming a prominent position in debates
after recent tragedies in the news.
Gun control is defined as government
regulation of the manufacture, sale and
possession of firearms, which incites
controversy in terms of how much control
can be exercised without compromising or
infringing upon the U.S. Constitution.
The second amendment of the Bill of
Rights states: "A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the security of a free
State, the ·right of the people to keep
and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."
How advocates and opponents interpret
this is strongly influenced by their
personal opinion. Currently, states and
municipalities determine their own laws to
regulate firearms, and federal legislation
is curtailed by the second amendment.
There are many compelling arguments for
and against the application of stricter gun
control and how that impacts individuals'
access to firearms.
Proponents of gun control fall on a
spectrum of varying degrees, spanni~g
from restricting to eradicating individuals'
access and ownership of firearms.
Arguments for increasing gun control
center on the idea that society will be
safer with stricter regulation. The potential .
for less gun violence and occurrences
of shooting deaths exists from limiting
access to guns, independent of whether
circumstances involve crime, accident or
self-defense.
People predisposed to violence would
lack the opportunity to consider employing
the use of firearms by significantly
restricting the ability to obtain guns, which
could prevent future tragedies.
There is also the argument that
increasing gun control could deter
people considering committing suicide
by removing their ease of access.
Substantiating gun control could also
decrease the number of fatal accidents
involving curious or provoked children who
attain guns from gun owners.
Opponents of federal gun control
consider gun ownership a citizen's basic
right and a necessity of safeguarding

freedom and self-protection. The strongest
opposition group against gun control is the
National Rifle Association (NRA), which is
the largest and most influential lobbyist
group in Congress next to the American
Association of Retired Persons (AARP).
Some opponents of federal gun
regulation argue that the right to own
firearms can prevent tyranny and deter
abuses of power by authorities employed
by the government. Gun ownership
also allows citizens to protect not only
themselves, but also their family and
property from criminals who may not be
deterred otherwise.
Of the 15 states with the highest rates
of homicide, The National Center for Policy
Analysis (NCPA) determined that ten of
these states have the most restrictive gun
control laws in the nation. Gun ownership
provides citizens a sense of security from
knowing they are not helpless to defend
themselves if threatened.
Ross Szlag, recent MBA graduate,
explained his opinion on gun control:
"Personally, I feel that as long as people
with ill intentions are able to obtain a
weapon, whether legally or not, as well as
have the desire to cause harm (~reaking
and entering, assault, etc.), then people
should also be able to even the playing
field a bit and use weapons to defend
themselves."
The pros and cons of gun control
continue to be heavily debated and impact
many citizens, considering that as many
as 47% of U.S. households possess at
least one firearm, according to the NCPA.
Despite discontent from stronger gun
control supporters, it is very unlikely that
gun regulation will be federally legislated
in the near future.
The Center for Responsive Politics
found that since 2009, the NRA invested
about 25 times as much money into
lobbying as gun control supporters,
totaling about $5M annually, in addition to
making substantial donations to political
campaigns. However, there has been a
recent push in some states to strengthen
·educational requirements prior to firearm
purchase or license, in addition to
increasing the legal age limits, which vary
significantly from state to state.
Whether the focus of pressuring states
to increase gun control regulation,_ in light
of recent tragedies, will gain widesp~ead
momentum has yet to be determined.

and training in assistive technology.
Club members will also travel within the
community for social recreation as well as
training. ·
The family-owned business was
established in 1997 and believes that its
"true asset is a satisfied customer." As
such, Capabilities, Inc. strives to provide
"incomparable service" to the people it
serves. At the time of its 2010 Outcomes
Measurement Report (completed in
January 2011), Capabilities, Inc. was
serving 999 individuals with disabilities
in 25 counties. Most of these individuals
participated in Job Development, in which
Capabilities helped to place the individuals
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in various jobs. Customers also
~
participated in Career Exploration, Job
Coaching and Vocational and Computer 3:
Assessment programs.
Capabilities, Inc. is thrilled to continue
its work helping residents of Dayton with
disabilities. If you have a disability and
want to know if you may be eligible to
receive services from Capabilities, they
encourage you to contact their office by
phone at (937)223-8004 or by email at
Dayton@capabilities.biz.

A Wright State legend passes
In addition to his work at Wright State,
Schuster's legacy reaches far beyond
campus.
Benjamin Schuster met his wife,
while working as an intern, and
Marian,
Former Wright State Professor and
to Dayton in 195?. Schuster
moved
they
passed
supporter, Dr. Benjamin Schuster,
for himself founding the
name
a
made
Schuster
89.
of
age
the
at
24
Aug.
away on
Kettering Cardiology department in 1965,
had served as a clinical professor of
where he served as the director of the
medicine at Wright State since 1975,
Diagnostic and lnterventional
Cardiac
and made numerous donations to the
Schuster worked with patients
Laboratory.
University, namely the arts program.
generations of physicians until
trained
and
"When we think of the long list of friends
in 2000. His wife Marian
retirement
his
is
of this university, Benjamin Schuster
2007 at the age of 80.
in
away
passed
Wright
said
top,"
the
at
those
among
The most recent addition to Schuster's
State President Dr. David R. Hopkins. "His
legacy was the opening of the Benjam.in
generosity and wisdom have dramatically
Marian Schuster Hall in the Creative
and
impacted three schools and colleges
Center, which he largely funded. The
Arts
across the campus: the Boonshoft School
performance venue had
state-of-the-art
of Medicine, the School of Professional
last spring. Schuster
ceremony
opening
its
Liberal
of
Psychology and the College
sat in the front row.
Arts."

Brandon Semler
Staff Writer
Semler.4@wright.edu

The facts of Greek ·/ife at WSU
Chelsea Burns
News Editor
Burns.86@wright.edu
Wright State's Greek life is nothing like
what you'd expect. From the cliches on TV
to the horror stories in the news, Wright
State defies the stereotypes with their
Greek life. The fraternities and sororities
develop student leaders, philanthropists,
strong academics and overall high
achieving members.
Among those who discover that Greek
life, indeed, does exist on WSU's campus,
the question is how to get involved.
For the sororities, there are five in the
Panhellenic Council. Their recruitment
begins on Sept. 21. If you're interested
in finding out what Greek life is all about,
there are a few pre-recruitment events
that you can attend with no obligation to
join.
Wednesday, Sept. 12 is "Meet PHC"
night in the Apollo room at 6 p.m. This is
a chance.to meet each of the sororities
along wit11 Panhellenic Council, who
organizes and runs the recruitment
process. This is a great chance to find out
if this is the right choice for you.
Wednesday, Sept. 19 and Thursday,
Sept. 20 are Recruitment orientations;
which will go over the details of how
recruitment works. They will tell you the

"Dos and Don'ts" of the recruitment
rounds and answer any questions about
the process. Both of these sessions are
in the Rathskeller from 7-9 p.m.
For the fraternities, we have six in
our lnterfraternity Council. They are all
taking new members.
Their recruitment involves coming
out to the different events being held
by each fraternity. The events range
from playing kickball or basketball
on campus to simply coming to one
of their weekly meetings. There is a
schedule with all of the fraternity events
available in the Greek office in the Org
Complex or you can visit Gina Keucher
in the Student Activities office for more
details.
For NPHC, also known as the Divine
Nine and known as the Nationally
African American organizations, they.
have an intake process that allows
you to show interest your freshman
year, but you can't join until you are
at least Sophomore status. For more
information on how to get involved
with their intake process, contact Gina
Keucher in the Student Activities office.
Greek life is an excellent way to
meet a lot of people, build yourself into
a better person, build your campus
into a better place, find a home away
from home and many more endless
opportunities. Go Greek!

*

GET 100 BIG ONES
FOR SWIPING YOUR NEW DEBIT CARD.
*Complete 60 purchase transactions within 90 days of opening an
A+ Student Checking Account. Meet the A+ age requirements
and all you need is $1 and a valid student ID to open this account.

NO ANNUAL FEES.
And no transaction fees on purchases.

Springfield 937-325-4683 • Upper Valley 937-323-8381
Enon 937-864-1928 • Yellow Springs 937-767-2060
Beavercreek 937-427-6361

~

Offer ends Oct. 31, 2012

~

w·
WesBabCo
wesbanco.com

*You must be 18 years of age or older lo be eligible for the bonus. To obtain the debit card bonus you must open a new WesBanco A+ Student checking account. The minimum balance to open an account is $1.00. Debit card purchases: Within 90 days of account opening there must be bO debit card purct\ase transactions
posted to your account to receive $100. A+ checkjng is available to students lb years or older. Students aged lb or 17 must open the account as a joint account with parent or legal guardian. A debit card will be issued in the name of the parent or legal guardian until the student is 18 years of age. The bonus is open
only to new accounts and not available to existing A+ Student accounts or those who have previously closed an A+ accounL This offer may not be used in combination with other offers, Is subject to change without notice and limited to one per customer. Customers who have received a new account opening or debit
card usage bonus on any previous WesBanco checking account are not eligible for this offer. Employees ate not eligible for bonus. Offer valid through October 31, 2012. WesBanco Bank, Inc. is a Member FDIC.
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Increase in Ohio PTSD cases
Kelsey Anne Smith
Contributing Writer
Smith.1747@wright.edu

documented from the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Everyyear, the military conducts
· what is called the Military Times Poll. The
poll for 2012 showed that PTSD had risen
It would be impossible to deny that
significantly over the past year. Of those
Wright State University is located in an
serving on active duty, 22% of women and
incredibly military-heavy area. With
14% of men stated that they had been
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base regularly
diagnosed with PTSD. This is an increase
buzzing the campus with C-17's and the
from 15% and 9% in 2011, respectively.
presence of a very large ROTC program at
According to Bill Wall of the Dayton
the University, students at Wright State
Veterans Affairs office, 56% of veterans
should be familiar with the military.
who return from a deployment suffer from
However, an aspect of some military
musculoskeletal issues, followed by 52%
members' lives that often goes unnoticed
of whom have mental disorders. "People
is that of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
are coming back with aches and pains,
more commonly referred to as PTSD.
and are sometimes treated with narcotics,
Although PTSD is a disorder that can
which may create dependency," he said.
appear in anyone who has gone through a
This is significant to Wright State
traumatic event, most research on it has
students due to the proximity of military
been concentrated on its effect on military operations. Wright State, as a very militarypersonnel.
friendly campus, accommodates many
According to the U.S. Department of
students who are serving our nation in
Veteran Affairs, there are more than
active duty, the reserves or in the National
200,000 cases of PTSD that have been
Guard.

"Dayton's Vet~rans Affairs reflects a
conglomeration of all military members
who return to southwest Ohio," said Wall.
"There are different jobs in the military
that have different exposures."
The Dayton Veterans Affairs office
has seen a large problem with alcohol
and drug abuse, as veterans try to "selfmedicate." However, there are many
options for those who either experience
PTSD themselves or see signs in their
peers. Wright State has its own Veterans
Affairs office that students can use as
a resource in addition to the Dayton
Veterans Affairs office. Nationwide, the
Department of Veterans Affairs believes
that only half of military members
struggling with PTSD have sought help.
There are many options, and, with the
numbers of PTSD cases on the rise, it is
imperative that those who may be affected
by this disorder take advantage of the
available resources.

Jessica Schirtzinger
Staff Writer
Schirtzinger.5@wright.edu
Wright State Physicians recently
constructed a new medical building
at Wright State University, providing
an accessible medical center for WSU
students, faculty and staff. The new
facility is also a large convenience to the
local community, serving members of the
Montgomery, Clark and Greene county
residential areas.
Patients now have access to physicians
practicing diverse areas of medicine,
including: Family Medicine, Geriatric
Medicine, Dermatology, Orthopedic
Surgery, Sports Medicine, Women's
Health Care, Rehabilitation and corporate
offices, in addition to CompuNet Clinical
Laboratories, an MRI facility managed
by Miami Valley Hospital and a Wright
Health Pharmacy. Wright Care, a clinic

with extended hours, is also located in the
building and open for business. Wright
State Physicians are now seeing patients
and have already received positive
feedback.
Mark Riedel, father of two children,
took his son Joey to an elbow

Wright State to Host Raider Reg.
Isaiah Morales
WSU SG Contributing Writer
lsaiah.Morales@wsusg.com
Wright State University will host Raider
Reg Monday, September 17th, in the
Student Union Atrium from 11am to
4pm. The event will feature speakers
such as former Mayor of Dayton and Ohio
Lieutenant Governor Paul Leonard, will
have free food, and will help students
register to vote. "We want students to
join us in this annual celebration of the
constitution and America's democracy,"
said Debbie Lamp, Assistant Director of
the Office of Student Activities.
"We're creating dynamic,
engaging programming that will host
demonstrations of all the things that
make our constitution and democracy
unique and why participating in that
democracy is the most important thing a
person can do," said Spencer Brannon,
Chief of Staff for Wright State's Student
Government. That programming includes

the opportunity to interact with democratic
icons such as Uncle Sam and former
political and regional leaders like Leonard.
Brannon, along with Lamp and Katie
Deedrick, Director of Student Support
Services, organized the event to help
students navigate what is oftentimes
their first time voting. "This is about
helping Wright State students become
involved citizens in their democracy
and understand the impact of that
involvement," he said.
He went on to say it's about making
a state regulation, that the university
have educational programming about
the constitution, into an opportunity for
students to have a say - in their and their
country's - future. The event is free and
open to the public.
Students will be able to come and
participate in the discussion where there
will also be food, and music. For those
who have not yet registered to vote will
also be able to register at the event.

specialist at the new facility after suffering
a baseball injury. When asked about his
experience, he said "Well, my surgeon is
Dr. Herbenik, and he's great. We went for
a second opinion because the first doctor
just didn't seem to care. Never gave us
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On this day in history...
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1609- Henry Hudson first sailed
through the mouth of the river
that now bears his name.
1940- Four teenagers stumpled
upon the cave of Lascaux
where they discovered 1517,000 year old paintings.

1953- JFK married Jasqueline
Onassis in Rhode Island.

It's National Chocolate
Milkshake Day!
a diagnosis, told us that therapy wasn't
an option. Just didn't have time for
us. WSP was totally the opposite. [Dr.
Herbenik] took a long time with Joey and
determined exactly what was wrong. He
scheduled us for therapy and gave Joey
hope that he'd return to baseball."
The Wright State Physicians building
spans three floors, 66,000 square feet
and has a strong connection with Wright
State University's Boonshoft School of
Medicine. WSU medical students will
benefit from the opportunity to gain
first-hand experience from research and
training at the facility, a benefit of its
close proximity. Margaret Dunn, M.D.,
M.B.A., Associate Dean at the Boonshoft
School of Medicine and President and
CEO of Wright State Physicians, has
remarked, "The building opened ahead
of schedule, and is an improved, more
efficient place for patients to get the
high-quality care they're used to from
our physicians."

Future of Employment Cloudy at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
Brandon Semler
Staff Writer
Semler.4@wright.edu
Many employees at Wright Patterson Air
Force base are unsure of their job security
as an estimated 4,000 to 5,000 jobs
could be eliminated starting in January
2013. These cuts would be the product of
budget sequestration, which is an issue
that has received much attention in the
Dayton area.
Budget sequestration is an automatic
budget cut issued by congress. The
Sequestration Transparency Act, signed by
President Obama in August, will enact an
across-the-board $55 million cut in 2013,
and will accumulate to an overall $500
billion spending reduction over the next
decade.
Though these cuts will lessen the
nation's overall spending, they will serve

as a major blow to the Dayton area and
to the 27,000 employed at WPAFB (the
largest single site employer in Ohio).
When and how the cuts will take place is
still unclear.
"The Defense industry is completely
in 'unknown territory' going into
the upcoming fiscal years," said an
anonymous WPAFB employee, "most fiscal
years are planned and funded in advance,
so whatever happens may not be felt
immediately in any particular sector. In
other words, nobody really knows right
now - probably not even the decisionmakers in Washington DC."
Many meetings and forums have been
held in the area to discuss the matter,
and many are looking to the upcoming
elections for a solution to the issue but
unless Congress or the White House
decides to amend the cuts, the Dayton
area will experience a bumpy and erratic
2013.
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Students looking at fraternity options at Wright State University
Photos by Ben WetzeVThe Guardian

Saturday Night Photos by Jason Baldwin/ The Guardian

For more photos go to
www.theguardianonline.com

Airstrike
NPHC&IFC
Open House
EID Festival
PHC Chick Flick
Wright State.Students and Families at the EID Festival Photos by: Ahmad Al Yacoub/The Guardian
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Best of WSU: Places to hang out and have fun
Kristina Thomas
Features Writer
tho mas. 455@wright.edu
With the stress of exams, lectures and
work, it may seem impossible to balance
a social life. But college isn't
just a place to find out what
career path you want to take,
it's also a time to have fun
and meet new people. Many
areas on and off campus
provide students with that
opportunity.
"I like the Union because
it's a warm environment.
There's food and a lot of
people. Many times it's easy
to just go up to anybody
and start a conversation
with them," freshman Jamin
Turner said.
Another freshman, Meagan
Sabolcik, agreed that the
Union Market is her favorite
place on campus. Sabolcik
added, "It's comfortable. I
come here almost every morning. It's a
good place to do homework."
The Union is similar to a cafeteria style
food area, located in the Student Union.
The area is spacious and includes a wide
variety of food for the WSU community.
At any time of the day, it's usually packed

coffee. They have different specials for
customers such as buy six cups of coffee
and get the seventh one free.
"Wright Cup is normally not crowded
so it's easy to find a place to sit and
meet up with friends. Because it's by the
window, it can be fun to people watch as
well," freshman
Jennifer
Williamson said.
For students
looking to
hang out off
campus, many
places provide
discounts.
Some of these
places include
Blind Bobs, One
Eyed Jacks and
different stores
in the Fairfield
Mall and the
Greene.
Accord · g to
jacksdayhm .com
E dJ k
Photo by Brittany Robinson/The Guardian
0 ne ye ac s
has something
for everyone. They feature open mic
According to freshman Fiano Burnham,
night, karaoke, live trivia and live music
The Hangar is a great place to catch up
throughout the week.
with friends before, after or in between
classes.
Another quick grab and go place on
campus is the Wright Cup. The Wright Cup
offers items such as smoothies, treats and

with people.
The other major food area on campus
that students seem drawn to is the
Hangar. Unlike the Union Market, the
Hangar, which is on the other side of
campus, is smaller, but offers fast food
chains such as Taco Bell and Pizza Hut.

To learn more about

places to hang out go
to The Guardian Online.

WSU offers recreational activities to students
Kristina Thomas
Features Writer
thomas.455@wright.edu
Wright State has a great deal of
recreational activities available to those
seeking to be healthy, become physically
active and have fun. The outdoor activities
that WSU offers can provide enjoyable
experiences that are adventurous and
be used as tools for development, team
building and relaxation. The Recreational
Kayak class and the Stand Up Paddle
Board class are looking for participants.
Both classes are for beginners.
"Kayaking is a fun outdoor recreation
activity that helps promote a healthy,.

active lifestyle," Amy Ansinger, Assistant
Director of Outdoor Recreation, said.
"Through these classes, participants are
able to learn proper paddling strokes
and techniques. They are also exposed
to some of the regions local outdoor
resources, helping to connect them to
Miami Valley and see that Dayton can be
a fun place to live, work and play. Once
participants have taken a class they are
able to rent recreational kayaks from the
Outdoor Resource Center. This allows
them to continue to kayak and build skills
with friends."
Ansinger has been at WSU for 7 years.
WSU has offered kayak classes for 6
years. This is the first year for Stand Up
Paddle Boards.
According
to Ansinger,
kayaks are
purchased
with money
from multiple
ODNR Boating
Safety and
Education
Grants and
the paddle
boards were
purchased
last spring
with the grant
from the Ohio
Department
of Natural
Resources.
"The goal
of the grant

is to educate Ohioans about the safety
concerns associated with water sports and
being near water," Ansinger said.
All of kayaking classes are taught by
American Canoe Association Certified
Kayak Instructors. Student instructors
are certified at or above the level classes
they teach. The kayak program pr9vides
leadership opportunities for the Outdoor
Resource Center student employees.
For anyone interested in participating in
these classes, registration is available in
the Outdoor Resource Center, 037 Student
Union, which is open Monday through
Friday noon to 8 p.m.
Recreational Kayaking will be held Sept.
5 and Sept. 19 from 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
at Eastwood lake Metro Park, Dayton Ohio.
The cost is $12 and includes: instruction,
transportation, life jacket, kayak and
paddle. This course will introduce
recreational kayaking equipment and
techniques to beginner kayakers. Skills will
focus on strokes, maneuvers and rescues.
The Stand Up Paddle Board Clinic will
be held Sept. 17 and Sept. 20 from 5 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m., cost is $10, which includes
instruction, equipment and transportation.

For more information
on outdoor activities
go to The Gaurdian
Online.
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Going too far
to be healthy
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Cheyanne Plewe
Contributing Writer
plewe.3@wright.edu
It's the same situation with the
beginning of every school year; everyone
gets into the mindset of getting healthy.
Most students start by cutting junk food
out of their diet and hitting the gym a
couple times a week. Then there are
those who spend an intensive amount
of time at the gym and cut almost
everything out of their diet. Is there a
point where trying to be healthy is going
too far?
The answer is yes, according to
Student Health Director, Leatha Ross.
Her
advice
is easy;
be smart
with your
workout
and
nutrition.
Don't over
exercise
and make
sure-to
include all
food types
to create
Photo by Jason Baldwin/The Guardian
a healthy
and well-balanced diet. Over-exercising
puts a strain on the body, doesn't allow
the development of antibodies and
throws off the chemical-balance in the
body.
What's even worse than over
exercising is crash dieting, which is
extremely popular among young people.
According to Ross, extreme dieting puts
the body in shock. When the body isn't
getting all the necessary nutrients,
it absorbs everything that enters its
system, good or bad, which can lead to
the gaining weight, which perpetuates a
never-ending cycle of bad eating habits.
The body is all about balance, which
includes the right amount of exercise
and nutrition. In the end, the only thing
over-exercising and under-nutrition will
leave you with is exhaustion and hunger.
To get healthy without overdoing it,
first, talk to a health professional about
what would be the best approach for
you. Sounds like a hassle to make an
appointment? You don't have to. Simply
walk over to the Wellness Center on
campus during normal business hours.
Ross even puts a new health fact on
the Student Health Facebook page
every day! For more advice on how to
get healthy the right way on the website
for the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention which has a specific page
just for college health located at www.
cdc.gov/family/college.
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WRIGHT Superheroes visit the Dayton Art Institute
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Kristina Thomas
Features Writer
thomas.455@wright.edu
Today superheroes are everywhere.
Right now, it is the theme of an
exhibit at the Dayton Art Institute
(DAI}. This special exhibition, You
Are My Superhero, is on view until
Sept. 23. You Are My Superhero
is presented with support from
patron sponsor Premier Health
Partners, supporting sponsor Triec
Technologies, LLC and was created
by the museum's Associate Director,
Jane A. Black.
According to Black, You Are
My Superhero exhibition has
approximately 220 objects that
explore how Superheroes are a
big part of American culture. The
exhibition includes the most popular
figures from the 1940's to today.
"It shows how they have changed
over the years to reflect society and
explains the associated artistic
processes, like comic book production
and film animation," Black said.
"Some of the most notable comic
artists who are represented are
Carmine Infantino, Vincent Giarrano,

Photo by Ben WetzeVThe Guardian

Myron Waldman, Stan Lee, Jerry Leiber
10 or more and $6 for youth ages 7-17.
and Joe Shuster, who created Superman.
Admission is free for museum members
They are joined by contemporary artists
and children 6 and under. Anyone wearing
who use superhero imagery in their work,
a superhero costume to the museum will
Mark Newport and Mike Peters."
receive $2 off admission prices. A $1
A number of related programs,
Historic Preservation Fee is added to all
workshops and special events are planned ticket sale transactions.
as part of the superhero summer. These
The idea behind this exhibition is the
include costume and comic workshops,
result of teamwork, concentration and
artist lectures and family programs. For
the awareness of the local community.
a complete list of related programs, visit
"Our marketing director/pop culture guru
www.daytonartinstitute.org/superhero/
(and Wright State grad) Alexis Larsen
programs.
· mentioned that superheroes would be
Admission is $12 for adults, $9 for
everywhere this summer, with all the big
seniors 60 and over, students 18 and
movies coming out,'' Black said. "I had
over with ID, active military and groups of
seen the wonderful work of Mark Newport

in Washington, D.C. two years ago, and
Erich Reith, who is part of our preparatory
department, remembered the fantastic
animation art collection owned by friends
of the museum, Dr. Lawrence and Holley
Thompson. And, of course, everybody
in Dayton knows our own superhero,
Pulitzer-prize winning editorial cartoonist
Mike Peters."
She further explained what makes this
exhibition different is its broad appeal.
The exhibit has a wide audience. Black
explained DAI has had many first time
visitors who have expressed excitement
and plan on visiting again.
"I like the fact that it's found an
audience with people who aren't naturally
drawn to superheroes. I am also happy
that we were able to tie it to contemporary
art practices and to involve local artists,"
Black said.
The exhibit leaves soon so see it while
you can. One of the upcoming events
is OKTOBERFEST, Sept. 21-23. This
community event includes an array of
artisans, unique international foods,
ample domestic, international and craft
beers, kid-friendly art activities, live music
and much more; also there will be a spring
collection commemorating the 100th
anniverisy of the Miami Valley flood of
1913. Some of the material will be from
the Wright State Archive(which can be
found in Dunbar Library).
For more information about the Dayton
Art Institute, go to www.daytonartinstitute.
org or call the museum at 937-223-5277.

Brian Posehn rocks Dayton

X-Fest cancelled: low ticket sales

Ben Randolph
Contributing Writer
randolph.29@wright.edu

Kelsey Anne Smith
Contributing Writer
smith.1747@wright.edu

Comedian Brian Posehn performed
at the Funny Bone at The Greene
over the weekend, showcasing his
signature brand of jokes about Star
Wars, heavy metal, comic books,
flatulence and being a dad.
After two rousing openers, Posehn
hit the stage insisting that the
audience could take their thinking
caps off, because the evening was
about to get a lot dumber. Apparently,
dumber is better because even
though it wasn't a sold-out crowd, the

laughter was toud enough to fool you into
thinking otherwise. If the best comedians
make jok~s that you can relate to, then
Posehn was the best possible comedian
for this comic book devouring, Metalhead
to see for my first trip to a comedy club.
Needless to say, I laughed so hard
I nearly choked a couple of times.
Unfortunately for you, dear reader, about
90% of Posehn's material was unprintable.
I can give you a little taste, however. He
mentioned how he was wrestling his three
year-old son, when his son pointed at his,
shall we say, noticeable belly and asked
"baby?"
To make a long story short, Posehn
informed the audience that apparently
three year-olds cannot take a head butt.
Yes, it was
a gloriously
politically
incorrect night
of revelry to be
had by all.
For more
metal
information
on Brian
Posehn, visit
his website,
brianposehn.
com.

Photo by Megan Constable/The Guardian

Those who love New Rock
may have had some of their
plans for the upcoming month
shattered. X-Fest, which
was scheduled for Sept. 16
at the Montgomery County
Fairgrounds, was cancelled due
to a lack of ticket sales.
X-Fest, which is a product
of the radio station 103.9
The X, has been in Dayton
since 1996. This year, the
lineup was supposed to include
Seether, Sick Puppies, ·10 Years, Dropkick
Murphys, Filter, Pop Evil, Falling In
Reverse, Kyng, Young Guns and
Dangerkids. However, as of Aug. 28, the
show has ground to a halt.
Although tickets are refundable, another
option has opened up for those who want
to travel a little farther to see some of
the artists. The same day that X-Fest was
cancelled, Bogart's, a concert venue in
Cinncinatti, announced that they would be
hosting Seether, Sick Puppies, Young Guns
and Kyng on Sept. 16 instead. Tickets for
this event went on sale on Friday Aug. 31,
with a promise that those who had alrea'dy
purchased X-Fest tickets would be able to
turn in their tickets beginning on Aug. 29
for a limited time.
The cancellation of X-Fest may be a
reflection of the radio station which hosts

Photo by Jason Baldwin/The Guardian

it, 103.9 The X. Recently, The X underwent
a change that converted it from a new rock
to a new rock plus pop radio station.
"They're a little faster and more
mainstream for the new generation, and
that's the kind of stuff that we like to
listen to. If we want to listen to classics,
we listen to the other stations, !ike 102.7,
104. 7 and 96.5,'' student Jason West
said.
While the station does have good
qualities, it also has some cited downfalls.
"I wish they would stop playing fun.,"
student Lon Bitner said.

Find out more about
X-Fest's cancellation at
The Guardian Online.
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Raider Insider with Emilie Fillion

Charles Grove
Sports Writer
grove.9@wright.edu
Emilie Fillion (Sr.) is 5'4 forward on.
the women's soccer team and hails from
Saint-Hubert, Quebec. So far, Fillion has

scored four goals this season.
Grove: "How did you get into
sports?"
Fillion: "I started playing soccer
around (age) 10 because all
my guy friends played and my
parents thought it was a great
idea to release all my extra
energy. I liked playing every
sport, but soccer quickly became
my favorite because it seemed
to be easier for me to kick the
ball and run around compared
to ~ther kids, which pleased my
competitive side a lot."
Grove: "Did you play any other
sports besides soccer growing
up?"
Fillion: "I played basketball
throughout elementary school,
high school and college at home,
but soccer was always my priority.
I really liked the combination
of both sports since they are
very different, but I believe they
balanced each other well and I
was able to incorporate things
from one sport to the other which
helped me grow as an athlete."
Grove: "What made you settle
on soccer?"
Fillion: "Soccer was always
my favorite sport for multiple
reasons, but mostly because
of the development programs and
numerous high level opportunities that
were available starting at a very young
age. I had great coaches throughout the
years who deeply influenced the player
that I am today and transmitted their

love for the game."
Grove: "Is there a player you look up
to?"
Fillion: "My favorite soccer player is
Christine Sinclair. She is our national
soccer legend, and has recently been
recognized as one of the best soccer
players of all-time on the international
level after her amazing performance at
the 2012 Londor:i Olympics. I've always
looked up to her because of her amazing
skills and determination. She has
everything a good soccer player needs
to be successful and her best moments
are always under pressure which shows
how great of a soccer player, but also an
individual, she is."
Grove: "Did you have a favorite team
growing up?"
Fillion: "I grew up in a hockey nation,
so without a doubt my favorite team has
always been the Montreal Canadiens.
Soccer wise, the Montreal Impact just
joined the MLS last year, and even though
it has been rough adapting to the new
league, I will always cheer for them no
matter what happens."
Grove: "What made you decide to
attend WSU and how have you enjoyed
your time here?"
Fillion: "A random sequence of events
made me decide on Wright State, and I
still believe to this day that even though
I would have loved going to many other
schools, this school was the best fit for
me. My teammates are like my family
since I am so far away from home, and
the school environment as a whole offers
a very balanced lifestyle."
Grove:"How did your first year at WSU
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Fillion: "It was definitely a cultural
shock, coming from a city-like lifestyle
and going to a more country-relaxed
area. The language was definitely
a huge barrier at the beginning but
the people surrounding me made the
adaptation much easier than I ever
thought it would be. I don't believe I
could have made it through the first year
without the help from my teammates
and coaching staff."
Grove: "What are your favorite
experiences at Wright State, both on and
off the field?"
Fillion: "I could never pick one
experience over the numerous ones I
have been through while at Wright State,
but there are many games I will never
forget like vs. Illinois, Auburn, Denver,
or other big teams in the nation. Every
soccer trip has its own memories that I
share with all my teammates, even the
ones who already graduated."
Grove: "What is it like being a full-time
student-athlete?"
Fillion: "I actually enjoy being a
full-time student-athlete at WSU. It
keeps me very busy and entertained
at the same time. I like how balancing
school and soccer helps me grow every
day because of how hard it is, but the
passion definitely keeps me going.
The athletic department offers a great
support and environment for athletes
to succeed and develop to their fullest
potential."

~

Airstrike looks to soar to new heights after last season's success
Charles Grove
Sports Writer
grove.9@wright.edu
Wright State's ultimate Frisbee team,
Airstrike, is coming off their first ever trip
to the NCAA regional tournament last
year and is primed for another strong
season.
"Expectations are very high. We
came off of going to regionals last
year and we finished in the top ten,"
club Vice President Joe Zurawka said.
The regional tournament
combines the top teams from Ohio,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and
was the icing on the cake for Airstrike,
who qualified for the first time in their
history. Now, Airstrike is back for
more.
What drove them towards success
and should be a key factor this year is
the bond between each of the players.
"We're a really close knit team,"
Zurawka said. "I could easily say
some of these guys are my best
friends."
The season kicks off with the team
hosting the Wright Wing Conspira.cy
tournament, which takes place in
Xenia Sept. 22 - 23.
In addition to hosting their own
tournament, Airstrike is looking forward

to playing against their rival Dayton Flyers,
who hqs historically beaten up on Airstrike
in the past.
But that trend changed ~st season.
"We won against UD four times last year
atter never beating them before," Mike

Ames (Sr.) said.
The team mentioned Jack Kelly and
Mike Ames as players to watch for the
upcoming season. Airstrike nominated
Ames as their player on Callahan Award

Photo by Beth Phillips/The Guardian

watch for this year, an honor that goes
to the top ultimate Frisbee player in the
nation.
If you're unfamiliar with the rules
of Ultimate Frisbee, they're similar to
football. Teams are seven-on-seven and
the goal is to catch the Frisbee in the
end zone to score a point for your team.
You can't run with the Frisbee and any
incomplete pass is an automatic turnover,
giving the opposing team possession.
"It's nonstop action," Zurawka said.
The team is looking for more players to
solidify the team. Whether or not you
have experience playing ultimate Frisbee,
the team is happy to gain new members.
"we teach everyone how to play and
how to throw," Ames said.
The cost to join the club is $60 per year,
which includes a jersey, entry fees for
tournaments and hotel accommodations
for overnight tournaments.
"It's the least expensive club sport on
campus," Zurawka said.
If you're interested in joining
the team or just looking for more
information you can email the team at
wrightstateu lti mate@gma iI.com.
"It's a competitive way to continue
athletics after high school," Ames said.
"And you can keep playing this sport for as
long as you can run. n
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Be the first to contact us by Friday at noon
to claim your movie ticket! (937)-7.7 5-5534
If you know either of these two, don't tell
them. No winner means the prize rolls over
next week and it might be you winning!!

Like our Facebook and
Follow us on Twitter for a
chance to win a ticket to the
movie of your choice!

@julahoop12

@Murphy2905

Disney gang gets model makeover
Evie M. Warner
Contributing Writer
warner.87@wright.edu

to old Mickey and Donald and Goofy. It's
kind of doing what, culturally, we do with
everything. The itty bitty super skinny
Goofy's like buff all of the sudden."
It's beginning to look a lot like
Graduate student Randy La Marr felt
Christmas! Marketing and advertising
differently. "I guess if it meets their
companies are already planning and
audience's criteria of what their looking for
strategizing for their clients. In the last
then graphically they did their job, right?"
two weeks Barney's in New York unveiled
While he was not offended by it like
a partnership with Disney and the use of
commentators online, he understood
their iConic characters for their holiday
why some people might get upset. "We
p-romotion, titled Electric Holiday.
characterize characters ... a lot of people
In place of their normal bodies, the
are offended by it because they remember
characters of Mickey, Daisy, Pluto and
their childhood and these characters bring
Drawings will be held weekly and winners will be featured every Wednesday in
Minnie now resemble fashion models.
back fond memories of that."
our newspaperl Prizes may vary. Check back weekly for other ways to winJ
They are tall with willowy legs and tiny
He doesn't feel that it is "disgracing
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wa~~- Accordingtoa~hoo!articie,
anything and there is no reason to be
Barney's Creative Director, Dennis
_
o ffended by it. "
Freedman, human models were brought
As LaMarr pointed out, people associate
in to pose for the artist.
the characters with fond memories. There
Some people are not too pleased. The
is always a potential for negative fall-out
comment sections of websites lit up with
when tampering with something with
most saying they looked ridiculous even
which people have emotional ties. Good
by cartoon standards.
or bad, the marketers did get one thing
. Leah Baxley, a junior, understood what
right: People are talking about it. And
they were trying to do even if she didn't
sometimes, getting people talking and
like the result. "They are trying big time to
standing out from the rest of the pack
modernize them," she said, adding with
during the holiday season can make a
a chuckle that she didn't like it. "Maybe
huge difference for retailers.
I'm a little bit biased because I'm used

@wsuguardian
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Uninsured Ohioans making less
than $30,000 will qualify for the
Family Planning Services program

Family Planning
Services
a Limited Benefit from Ohio Medicaid

Benefits at no charge:
• Birth Control
• Annual Exam
•Pap Smear*
• Pregnancy Test
•Condoms
• STD Testing*
• STD Treatment*
• HPV Vaccine*
*when related to a
pregnancy prevention visit

For more information:
www.PlannedParenthood.org
1·800-230-PLAN

Dear Freshmen: A column by
someone who has been there
causes your grades to slip because you
miss out on important information. So,
don't kick yourself if you oversleep now
and then or you don't feel like sitting
through lecture with a headache, but
Dear Freshmen,
balance that with the knowledge that
You're probably getting settled in to
you
are paying for this class time so you
the semester and this is a good time
might
as well get the most for your money.
to let you know about a few common
Showing
up to every class really does help
freshman pitfalls relating to schedule
you
understand
the material.
arid deadlines.
Also keep in mind, your high school
Your schedule will feel laid back.
teachers were required to work with
This can be good and bad. The _good:
both the hard working and lazy students.
you aren't feeling like cattle being
University
professors do not have this rule.
shepherded by ringing bells or having
On
the
good
side this means your class
angry teachers policing the hall. You
have more freedom than you've had in · time won't be wasted while the professor
deals with slackers. On the other hand,
the past and that can feel very good.
although
it's perfectly fine to ask for extra
The bad: many new students start
,
time
on
an
assignment if you have good
feeling too laid back and thus stroll
reason,
the
professor is in no way required
into class 2_0 minutes late or not ~tall.
to
grant
the
extra time and if they do, they
Most professors don't take attendance
certainly won't make a habit of it. Your
and many don't mind if you show up
late, but be aware that showing up late deadlines are your responsibility so keep
a list/ jourr.ml, etc. of when assignments
or missing class consistently usually
are due and refer to it often.

Robyn Richardson-Coy
Contributing Writer
richardson-coy.2@wright.edu
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Men's soccer stays confident despite slow start
Charles Grove
Sports Writer
grove.9@wright.edu
When you're picked to finish first in the
Horizon League preseason rankings and
you start out 1-4, it's certainly not the
start that the players, coaching staff or
fans expected.
"The only good thing about this start is
that it won't affect our conference play,"
defender Seth Petrey (Sr.) said. "Right
now we are 0-0-0 in conference and we
have learned from these early games.
Once conference starts we'll be on the
right track. "
Returning players like Petrey know from
first-hand experience that preseason polls
aren't worth the paper they're written on.
"Last year .we were picked to finish
last and we came in second," Petrey
said. "Everyone on the team knows that
rankings don't mean a thing."
While the injury-plagued Raiders have
stumbled out of the gate, Head Coach
Bryan Davis isn't concerned.
"We've taken a lot of injuries and we're
gelling a lot later than planned," Davis
said. "But we have a good team with
a bunch of guys really playing for each
other."
The Raiders already had an exhibition
match with Marquette and regular season
matchups on the road against Coastal
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Carolina and
Xavier, who just
dropped out of the
top 25 poll.
The Raiders held
their own in each
of those three
matches, drawing
Marquette, taking
Coastal Carolina
to double overtime
and leading Xavier
for nearly 60
minutes before
conceding two
goals within two
minutes.
"We're
playing this
non-conference
schedule as if
there's one game
left in the season,"
Davis said. "We'll
play it and move
on."
Despite the
losses, the Raiders
are on a home
stand they hope
will get things
going in the right
direction for a
program focused on making its first NCAA

You see it every so often in college
sports, a team ranked number one losing.
It happens. Rarely does the team pulling
off the upset make it happen back-toback years.
But those teams aren't Head Coach
Rob Cooper's Raiders.
After defeating the top-ranked Georgia .
Bulldogs in Athens, GA midway through
the 2009 season, Wright State went to
Charlottesville, VA in 2010 and beat the
top-ranked Virginia Cavaliers.
Right hander Alex Kaminsky pitched
seven strong innings for the Raiders,
allowing only one run. Kaminsky fooled
Cavalier hitters all evening striking out
seven while walking just one.
"I had very good control of my pitches
that day," Kaminsky said. "That's what I
prided myself on each and every time I
stepped out onto the mound."
Kaminsky faced some early trouble in
the game, surrendering a leadoff double
and Virginia's only run in the first inning.
But his composure kept the Raiders in
the game.
"When I'm on the mound during a
game, I never get rattled," Kaminsky said.
"I've always been told at a very young age
that hitters will get their hits. Just limit
their damage and compete your tail off
out there."
Right fielder Tristan Moore had his

way against Virginia's starting pitcher,
Danny Hultze.n, going 3-4 and scoring
one of WSU's two runs that day.
"I just remember how good his stuff
was and how well he located every
pitch," Moore said. "I got into some
good hitting counts and made enough
contact with some pitches thaf day to
get them through the infield."
Both Kaminsky and Moore credited
their manager Rob Cooper on the
memorable Raider victory.
"A win like that for our program
means a great deal," Kam·insky said. "It
starts at the top with our head coach
Rob Cooper. He got us very focused and
ready to play that week and we went in
there and took care of business."
Cooper sensed the Raiders had a
great chance to complete the upset
once he saw how effective relief pitcher
Greg Robinson was as he pitched the
eighth and ninth innings for WSU.
"Greg came on for the last six outs
of the game and he was dominant,"
Cooper said. "Virginia didn't have a
chance."
For those involved with the WSU
baseball program, the Virginia win
proved to them that they could compete
with any team in the country.
"I think it shows our program can
compete against the nation's elite
programs," Cooper said. "I hope it's
something that brings a lot of pride
to the university. It means our guys
worked hard and deserved to get that
win."
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tournament appearance since 1998.
"This is our home field," Petrey said. ~
"We practice on it every day and we are _..
looking to defend our home turf. Plus,
we'll hopefully get some good crowds
out to the games to really get that home
field advantage. We really appreciate the
support that we get from the fans."
Strategy-wise, Davis said the team is
"going back to basics."
"We plan on being the harder working
team on both sides of the ball for 90
minutes," Davis said.
With the way the Horizon League
tournament is set up, only the top
six teams from the conference get to
participate so the Raiders are glad to
see their league record at 0-0-0.
That next step begins Friday night as
the Raiders host Niagara. The rest of the
home stand includes Western Michigan
(Sept. 18) and then the first conference
game of the season against IllinoisChicago (Sept. 22).
"Our main goal right now is just to
make the conference tournament," .
Petrey said. "Everyone on the team
definitely wants to win the tournament,
but we have to make the tournament
first. We are just focusing on one step at
·
a time."

Great Moments in Raider History
Charles Grove
Sports Writer
grove.9@wright.edu
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WrightCare will offer same-day medical care in the state-of-the-art
Wright State Physicians building conveniently located on the
campus of Wright State University.
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Walk-in appointments
Shorter wait time than emergency rooms
Copays only; no urgent care fee
Extended hours
On-site X-rays, MRI, Compunet Lab and Wright Health Pharmacy
No charge for patient parking
Most major insurance accepted

As the region's largest physician-managed multispecialty
group, Wright State Physicians can arrange for the follow-up
care you rnay need after your WrightCare visit.

H
Monday through Friday, noon - 7 p.m.

Wright State Physicians Building
725 University Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45435
Campus of Wright State University
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The Guardian New paper would love to help
you adverti your student organization,
campu group,_or bu iness on our
new paper racks!
Advertise to more than 20,000
students, faculty, staff and visitors on
campus weekly. Issues are published
Wednesdays to on and off-campus
lo·cations. News racks have a 17" x 21"
display which is rentable on a weekly
basis. There are many affordable options.
Give us a call, tell us yo.ur bu.dget ·
and we can help you out!
''The Guardian Newspaper
has more advertising options
than ever before!"

